BOWLS basics
JACK
The small white ball

RINK
The “lane” you’re bowling on.
Each rink has a number.

AN “END”
One end has been played once all
bowlers have bowled all of their bowls.
The next end then begins (at the other
end of the rink) and the jack is rolled
into place.

Play in teams 2, 3 or 4 with each player having 3 bowls. Roll the “Jack”
down to the end of the rink and place on the line.
Before bowling the bowl,
ensure that the small emblem
on the bowl is facing inwards.
This will ensure the bias is
correct.
Standing on the mat, keep
your weight forward and
release the bowl gently along
the grass. Each player takes a
turn in trying to get closest to
the Jack.
Once all bowls have been
delivered, the winner of the
end is the player with the
closest bowl to the Jack. The
winner is awarded one point
for this bowl and every other
closest bowl.
Play as many ends as you like, or set a target score and the first
player to reach this score is the winner! See over for other games.

Other bowls games
DITCH TO DITCH
Each player has three or four bowls. The player who gets closest to
the edge of the green before going into the ditch is the winner.
SKINS
Play with 2, 3 or 4 players. Each player has four bowls. The bowl
furthermost from the jack on each end is no longer playable.
Continue this pattern for each end until only one bowler has any
bowls to play and declare that bowler the winner.
6 PIN BOWLS
Place the pins in any order and space apart at the end of the rink.
Bowl one bowl each in turn. The bowler who knocks the last pin
down is the winner.
THE SPIDER
Ensure there are no other players on the green, or ask them to
join in. Place a target in the middle of the green. Players stand
around the green and all bowl at the same time. The player closest
to the target is the winner. Make sure players have marked their
initials on their bowl (with chalk) so the winner can be identified.

Footwear - Flat rubber soled shoes, barefoot or socks.
(NO sneakers or heels)

Please take good care of our greens - no smoking,
drinking, running or eating on the greens.

